Wheel and Caster Guide

Options
Wheel and Swivel Head Brakes / Brakes

DRUM
BRAKE

DEAD
MAN’S
BRAKE

Blickle central brakes
‘central-stop’
(Product code suffix: -CS7⁄16" / -CS11)

Rigid casters with
Blickle drum brake

Rigid casters with
Blickle dead man’s brake

Swivel casters with
Blickle dead man’s brake

For transport equipment casters
LE and LK series

For transport equipment and heavy duty
casters

For transport equipment and heavy duty
casters

For transport equipment and heavy duty
casters

This brake system provides a non-positive
locking of the swivel head. The locking of
the wheel is achieved by a non-positive, very
strong brake mechanism, designed for high
security and long service life.

This brake system consists of two integrated
brake shoes which, when operated, are
pressed onto a cast iron wheel center which
is configured as a brake drum.
The drum brake characterizes a high braking
performance with a low operation force.
The brake can be operated by methods
such as a cable pull or a lever arm. The
enclosed design protects the brake shoes
against corrosion and dirt. Therefore the
brake performance is not affected by wet
conditions or road contamination.

The dead man’s brake is based on a drum
brake, however an integrated spring ensures
the brake is applied in a non-operated
condition. With a cable pull or lever arm the
brake can be released.

The dead man’s brake is based on a drum
brake, however an integrated spring ensures
the brake is applied in a non-operated
condition. Switch cam opertaed.

CENTRAL
STOP

This brake system has the advantage that
two or more casters operated at the transport
equipment can be locked by one brake lever
at the same time. Depending on the brake
lever length, low forces by the operator are
required to apply and to release the brake.
Another benefit is the small operational angle
and the space saving design of the cam
housing. The cam rotates independently from
its housing and the swivel caster.

-CS 7⁄16"

(Product code suffix: -TB)

Refer to page 60.

-CS11

⁄

7 16"

(Product code suffix: -TML / -TMR)

Dead man’s brakes are available in left
(product code suffix: -TML) and right
(product code suffix: -TMR) versions.
Refer to page 60.

DEAD
MAN’S
BRAKE

(Product code suffix: -TM13 / -TTM13)

This brake system has the advantage that
two or more casters operated at the transport
equipment can be locked by one brake lever
at the same time. Depending on the brake
lever length, low forces by the operator are
required to apply and to release the brake.
Another benefit is the small operational angle
and the space saving design of the cam
housing. The cam rotates independently from
its housing and the swivel caster.
Refer to page 61.
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